From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

LaRue Griffin lgriffin@ttsa.net
RE: Meeting Minutes Thursday 9th Nov
November 16, 2017 at 3:55 PM
Philip Fay philiefay@gmail.com
Philip Fay pfay@ttsa.net

Phil – I have had a chance to review the meeting minutes you drafted.
Although I appreciate the offer to sign and provide input regarding this
document, it is my practice not to participate in such group staff
documents, regardless of the topic. However, I do think it would be a good
idea to meet with you to discuss your concerns about the department. If you
are in agreement, we can schedule a date and time for this discussion.
Shall we meet tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. to discuss?
On a different matter, I am concerned about your behavior when you entered
my office yesterday. Although I asked you to enter following your knock,
your insistence upon interrupting my conversation with other employees
sitting in my office at the time you came in was disrespectful and
unprofessional. I trust that won’t happen again.
LaRue Griffin, General Manager
Tahoe-Truckee Sanitation Agency
13720 Butterfield Drive
Truckee, CA. 96161
Office: (530) 587-2525
Fax: (530) 587-5840

-----Original Message----From: Philip Fay [mailto:philiefay@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 6:53 PM
To: LaRue Griffin <lgriffin@ttsa.net>
Cc: Philip Fay <pfay@ttsa.net>; Philip Fay <philiefay@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Meeting Minutes Thursday 9th Nov
LaRue,
As discussed this afternoon, you had some questions regarding the minutes of
meeting signed by 9 employees when you assumed the role of acting
Maintenance Manager last thursday.
Can you please relay those questions to me in writing otherwise can we
please discuss tomorrow? I assure you the MoM are an accurate representation
of what was said.
Incidentally, today Jesus Zarate asked that I retract his signature from the
document.
Regards,
Phil
On Nov 14, 2017, at 8:16 PM, Philip Fay <philiefay@gmail.com> wrote:
LaRue,
Please see attached minutes from Thursday 9th Nov. Looks like the only
signature missing is yours!
As discussed earlier today, you had not read them??? Can you please do so
and sign.
Regards,
Phil
<Meeting Minutes 11-9-17 Rev 1.pdf>
On Nov 13, 2017, at 5:00 PM, Philip Fay <philiefay@gmail.com> wrote:
LaRue,
Please see attached minutes of meeting for Wed 8th Nov 2017 in the

Please see attached minutes of meeting for Wed 8th Nov 2017 in the
Maintenance office. Should you have anything to add other than your
signature please advise. (I shall ask Anthony to sign tomorrow)
As discussed this morning in order to clear up the “communication issues”
that you have with the department and the “trust issues” the department
has with you, I suggest maintaining a minutes for such meetings as should
be the normal thing to do.
Have a good evening.
Phil

<Meeting Minutes 11-9-17.pdf>

Dec 13th 2017
Gentlemen,
My name is Philip Fay, I am a mechanic at TTSA.
As you now doubt recall, last month I spoke to the TTSA board with a rather
scathing speech toward the TTSA management and their continued hostility,
intimidation and blatant enforcement of what is believed to be a “comply or resign
policy” toward employees. One would have thought it time for reflection on behalf of
management to see what could be done to improve employee relations. Not so.
LaRue wasted no time validating my claims. The following day, I arrived at work to
find that our Maintenance Manager, Jim Redmond, a 12 year employee of TTSA had
been handed a termination notice by LaRue with the option to be demoted to
Mechanic that Jim accepted. LaRue also announced that he is now the interim
Maintenance Manager and needed “a couple of days to come up with a plan”. The
reason presented to substantiate the case for Jim’s removal was “lack of
communication”.
The effects of such a seemingly random decision have once again sent shock waves
throughout the agency. Jim’s existence at TTSA, and his treatment since LaRue took
office is deplorable.
This is not the first time Jim has been demoted, the initial occurrence was for what
anyone of sound mind would consider unworthy of mention. That is “for refusing to
discipline another employee for not ensuring the photocopier had sufficient paper.”
In other words, Jim stood by his morale compass and did the right thing but was
demoted for insubordination. It is seen as no coincidence that Jim was the only
manager who refused to sign the manager petition against the union effort
submitted to the TTSA Board of Directors in June. As you know that petition is now
with the PERB board as an Unfair Labor Practice, once again Jim followed to his
morale compass.
Jim took the role of Maintenance Manager in November 2016 and was “acting
Maintenance Manager” for a few months prior to being appointed in a probationary
role, which was extended for 10 months. In other words, for the past 12+ months
Jim has not had the comfort of knowing if he was to maintain the position or not.
LaRue’s demotion of Jim follows a familiar and well-trodden path that the majority
of employees in this room are accustomed to. The tools used to disguise his
personnel decisions are typically a cunning blend of verbal innuendos, extended
probation, bad performance evaluations, written warnings, demotions and
proposed terminations. All of which are used to intimidate not just that particular
employee but also his coworkers. This approach has worked extraordinarily well
and left unchecked LaRue will no doubt continue unabated.

Gentlemen, it may a surprise you to know that several of my coworkers are on
prescription sleeping pills, have anxiety and as a result have to take days off work
due to the toxic atmosphere at this agency. Employees are afraid to make personal
financial decisions for fear of losing their job.
I can tell the members of this board with absolute conviction that Jim is an excellent
mentor, role model and employee. He is also, despite LaRue’s assertion, an excellent
communicator. Since taking the role, each day Jim put in extra hours morning and
evening to ensure preparation was in order.
Director Cox, you are a skilled tradesman and can likely relate to what I about to tell
this board. Just last week I was looking for the torque setting for a particular bolt, of
which we have hundreds. I turned to Jim, holding it in my hand and asked “ Jim, do
you know the thread count per inch of this bolt?” Just by looking at it Jim told me not
just the threads per inch, but also other relative and pertinent information such as
material type and outside diameter.
Jim has the ability to machine parts to within 1000th of an inch, fabricate almost
anything required at this agency and is a dying breed of old school knowledge that is
not just pulled in from the street like this General Manager seems to believe. LaRue
has no appreciation for his employees, their skill set or the value they bring to this
agency. Jim is highly respected throughout the agency, yet was kicked to the curb
without any thought to his personal consequences or that of the agency.
Since that decision, the Maintenance Department is without direction, a ship
without a rudder, and morale throughout the agency has reached a new ebb. There
is no motivation in my department to kowtow to the ever-changing whims of LaRue
who appears to spend his days putting out fires that he himself lit. One would have
thought it prudent to interview the employees of the Maintenance Department prior
to this decision, not after. We are now almost 1 month down the road and still
waiting for “LaRue’s plan”.
LaRue has wasted no time finding a replacement for Jim actively encouraging “us all
to apply.” The thought process is simple, get a proxy in that position who will
intimidate and follow his instructions to the letter. Put simply that is “LaRue’s plan”.
As you are aware, such a person did exist 12 month ago and such a narrow-minded
approach is unsustainable. I also noticed that the pre-qualification requirements for
that position have been set lower than the already low standard set forth 12 months
ago. This indicates to me that LaRue has perhaps already lined up his proxy.
I myself have 16 years of management experience and have never witnessed such an
orchestrated system of repression devoid of any accountability on behalf of the
managers here.

In an effort to counter this culture of “zero accountability”, on the morning I learned
of Jims demotion, I took notes and prepared a “minutes of meeting” when LaRue
declared himself the “acting Maintenance Manager”. I, along with my colleagues
signed what was discussed in detail and I emailed those minutes to LaRue that
evening asking if he had anything to add other than his signature. I received no
response. So began a one-way path of communication from myself to LaRue asking
him to validate the minutes I had prepared. To no avail.
In what I believe to be an effort to cover his tracks, 5 days later, LaRue presented to
the employees of the Maintenance Department a glossed over version of what was
discussed in a memo.
On December 1st, I emailed LaRue the document once again and asked if he could
please add it to the board packet for this meeting and suggested a subject line of
“Employee Morale at TTSA”. After additional follow up I again received no response.
Four days later, having a diminishing window to time to get this item on the agenda
and out of desperation I emailed your legal council, Mr Shanahan. Surprisingly,
within 30 minutes of doing so I had a response from LaRue exclaiming that he would
not put this on the agenda. It is ironic of course that LaRue chose to terminate Jim
for “lack of communication” and then refuses to communicate. LaRue has for the
past 8 months sat at these board meetings in complete silence, unable to find words
of resolve. Gentlemen, it is clear that LaRue does not want the board to see this
document for it offers a window into the soul of this agency.
Jim’s demotion is not an isolated incident; many employees of this agency have been
subject to many gross injustices as demonstrated in this room by speeches from
employees who have reached their wits end in placing their head above the parapet.
In personnel matters, there is no detail LaRue does not have his fingers on.
Employee Evaluations appear to be the usual suspect for tainting people in a
negative light. The concept is simple as you have seen in the case of Lon Petersen
who addressed this board in June, it amounts to wearing people down over time to
deplete them of self respect and will power before eventually forcing them out of
this agency.
There are of course the “flat earther’s, the deniers” here who will no doubt paint a
picture that everything is just great. For the select few, perhaps it is “just great” but
it is much easier to go to the defense of LaRue than to point a finger. Lets face it, a
significant amount of employees do not just decide to pile into this room month on
end because all is well.
LaRue appears to have a disturbing relationship with reality. It is not for the
employees of this agency to pass judgment on LaRue’s integrity, accountability or
competence in this room but LaRue appears to thrive with his support network that
will stoop to just about any level to impose his will.

Jim simply refused to do so.
In closing, I suggest you look through the smoke and behind the mirrors to the facts.
Documented facts and not listen to the constant drivel that LaRue will no doubt
regurgitate to you in closed session. I would also suggest to the members of this
board that a moratorium be placed on appointing positions such as the Maintenance
Manager because once LaRues proxy is in place it will be very clear to all employees
the direction you wish to take this agency.

Thank you.

December 13th 2017
Board Of Directors,
My name is Jim Redmond. I am a 12+ year Maintenance Department employee of
TTSA. When I commenced employment at TTSA I had 25 years machining, industrial
plant maintenance and mechanical experience but I happily commenced
employment as a Mechanic 1.
Over the years I have worked my way through the ranks and most recently I had
been appointed to Maintenance Manager. On Wednesday Nov 8th, 2017 I was called
to Mr Griffins office and offered a “proposed termination” with the option to accept
a demotion back to Mechanic III.
I would like to give you a synopsis of the events preceding my demotion. In late
2016, Mr Griffin asked that I fill in as interim department manager after the
previous manager was terminated in November 2016. I made a formal application
for the position and was subsequently promoted into that position.
I realized that I was stepping into a role that had been neglected for a very long time
and the sheer quantity of work to get the department on an even keel was
overwhelming. Improper management dating back a number of years was the
primary cause of this, coupled with the loss of experienced personnel due to
retirement and those positions not being filled. New personnel have recently been
hired but still the department remains undermanned.
Despite these hurdles, the maintenance department personnel, supervisors and
myself have made excellent progress tackling the backlog of work in the short
timeframe since I was appointed to the position.
The cited reason for my demotion was “lack of communication”. My belief is to the
contrary and perhaps more to do with Mr Griffin “hearing but not listening” with
regard to the workload the department was dealing with including Preventative
Maintenance, Corrective Maintenance and Instrument & Electrical work requests.
On a multitude of occasions my department received various work requests from
other departments, which would be discussed in the daily managers meeting. I
would advise the other managers that under the current workload and staffing
levels I could not guarantee that all of the work requests could be completed in the
time lines demanded.
As the Maintenance Manager, I did not feel it was good practice to promise
unrealistic completion dates. On no occasion did I suggest these work orders could
not be completed, only that the time frame was not realistic. In numerous meetings
Mr Griffin told me that he would not dictate how the department would be ran, that
was up to myself, however I bore the brunt of intricate scrutiny from other

department managers in daily meetings. No other department manager had to
justify the way their departments were ran as I was.
On 8/7/17, I had my first performance evaluation during the probationary period
for the Maintenance Department Manager and I received a number of “needs
improvements”. At that time I felt I was being set up for failure by Mr Griffin, I had
seen the same type of comments and behavior by Mr Griffin in the past towards
myself and other co-workers. It follows a familiar sequence, bad performance
evaluations, verbal warnings, written warnings, extended probation, demotion, and
termination. My subordinates even commented to me that I was “being set up” after
what they termed “ambush meetings”, sudden unannounced meetings by Mr Griffin
and Michael Peak with the whole department present.
When my second performance evaluation took place on 11/08/17 and Mr Griffin
determined that I had not met the standard for Maintenance Manager I was not in
the least bit surprised. In a meeting with Mr Griffin prior to my performance
evaluations I was asked why the morale in the department was so poor. I responded
by advising Mr Griffin that the morale in my department was not poor and the crew
had great attitudes toward the work despite the backlog. He advised me that he had
heard otherwise but could not explain why no personnel in my department had
made any complaints either to myself or any of the foremen. I elaborated that it was
perhaps to do with the ongoing union recognition issues that were ongoing. I had
during my tenure as Maintenance Manager remained neutral on the union issue and
was not privy to the intricacies on either side. Having already been through a
tumultuous few years at TTSA, I could see why the personnel were seeking union
recognition but I was not prepared to influence the decision either way.
In any case, I believe that once Mr Griffin got what he considered unilateral support
from the board of directors during the November 2017 board meeting he wasted no
time in retaliating against me in the form of a demotion. I do not find it a coincidence
that the bulk of the priority work requests had been completed prior to my
demotion. Mr Griffin subsequently expressed surprise to the foreman (who now
attended the daily meetings) as to the status of certain projects despite being told by
myself previously.
My demotion has created a very demoralizing and hostile work environment
throughout the plant that will once again set TTSA back, not only in plant issues but
also employee morale and productivity.
The maintenance department foreman and crew have worked 110% for the past
year and deserve to be recognized for their efforts. My hope is for the employees at
TTSA to feel they are worthy of respect and will be trusted. Under the current
regime this appears to be an unobtainable goal.
Perhaps the actions of Mr Griffin towards myself are not illegal but they are what I
would consider unethical. These actions are not only directed against myself but

also towards other personnel throughout the agency and have created a hostile
working environment.
Respectfully yours,

Jim Redmond

